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With its bleak and confused editing and a preposterous plot that introduces and discards so
many anti-heroes and seemingly irrelevant details at pace, but with time it can turn into a

compelling and psychologically astute yarn, like Brian De Palmas Obsession and Lee Laws The
Lady Eve. 36 China Town is, however, a tribute to formula as far as we can tell. The plot is better
compared to The Kite Runner, due to Shah Rukh's big emotional scenes in 9 jones. But 36 China
Town features more on the internal fighting within the family of Mirza. It will help to introduce
the world of film industry. The movie is being touted as India's The Godfather Part II. It should

rightly be crowned India's best movie of the year. Until 36 China Town, the trend of Indian films
being made by the big-budgets of the Hollywood studios was reversing. However, the trend of

Indian movies being made by Telugu directors seems to have continued. Thats been the trend of
my life, one that has devoured and emaciated me to an almost unhealthy extent. I think thats
why I dont understand it, why it hurts when people dont give me the right to feel like this. I am

hurt that I feel this way. When I open a magazine and see an article about something I am
interested in, I feel like running out and buy it, take it home and go through it right away. I want
to understand the subject thoroughly, before I can go ahead to the next aspect of its history. I

want to be a part of every aspect of the culture, so that I can understand the essence of it. I want
to understand what is in its nooks and corners, to understand what lies beneath the surface.

Thats what I want. Thats what I have always wanted, in any kind of article and any kind of book.
Not that I m not interested in movies. I never write about them, but no one can claim that I

havent seen a movie. And I havent seen the complete Sita Ram Goel Books in Hindi.
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